
Relative Clauses 
Task 1: Fill in the correct relative pronoun. Do not use “that”! 

1) The bike _____________ I bought last year is red. 

2) Ms. Hoover _____________car is black had an accident last week. 

3) Mary is the girl _____________ has seen “The Spmpsons” – movie ten times yet.  

4) That´s the club _____________ football players are the best. 

5) Tina ______________ Jenny met in New York was 14 years old. 

6) The picture _____________costs 1.000 € isn´t from Picasso. 

7) The museum has got cars _____________are very expensive. 

 

Task 2: Complete the text with the words from the box. Use the words from 

the box one time only. 

You don´t have to change the verb. 

which Ben and Jenny liked very much  who wanted to see the animals which most 
people visited        which they bought  which were Jenny´s favourite ones  which Ben 
likes best     which were only three days old 

who was giving them     who is thirteen years old   
 

Yesterday Jenny and her best friend Ben _________________________________________ went to the zoo. 

The tickets _________________________________________ weren´t very expensive. There were many 

people _____________________________________. Jenny and Ben first went to huge animals 

___________________________________: the elephants. The ones 

_________________________________________ are the lions. However, the place 

_________________________________________were the penguins. There were two penguin babies 

________________________________________. A man _____________________________________ 

______________________________ some food said that their names were Tinky and Winky. After that day 

in the zoo__________________________________________ they both told their parents about Tinky and 

Winky. 

 

 

 

 



Now you have to put the verb into the correct tense, too. 

which (to stand)  which she (to do) every day  
who (to play) Michael Plotter who (to help) Lisa whose leg (to be) broken   

who (to drive) this car  which (to happen) which she (to listen) to most 
which she (to watch)  whose favourite actor (to be) 
which Lisa (to watch) now who (to visit) her 

 

It is Thursday afternoon and the girl ___________________________________ is Lisa. The film 

_____________________________________ now is a Michael Plotter-movie.  Harry Radcliffe 

__________________________________ in the movies is her favourite actor. Watching films is her spare 

time activity ______________________________ because she isn´t allowed to do any sports. Her 

accident ________________________________ last Friday in King´s road was terrible. She was on her bike 

and didn´t see a car ______________________________________________ at a traffic light. The man 

________________________________was already very old. Lisa fell down and started to cry. The old man 

________________________________immediately called an ambulance. When the paramedics arrived 10 

minutes later, there weren´t still many people ________________________________________.  The 

ambulance brought Lisa to a nearby hospital. She came home on Monday. The girls 

________________________________at home since then are Mona and Carol. Carol is the girl 

________________________________Harry Radcliffe, too. However, she hasn´t seen the film 

________________________________ yet. Mona doesn´t like watching films but listening to music. The 

songs ________________________________since last Sunday are from Justin Biber. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Relative Clauses 
Task 1: Fill in the correct relative pronoun. Do not use “that”! 

1) The bike ____which_____ I bought last year is red. 

2) Ms. Hoover _____whose______ car is black had an accident last week. 

3) Mary is the girl ___who_____ has seen “The Simpsons” – movie ten times yet.  

4) That´s the club ___whose______ football players are the best. 

5) Tina __who______ Jenny met in New York was 14 years old. 

6) The picture ____which_____ costs 1.000 € isn´t from Picasso. 

7) The museum has got cars ____which_______ are very expensive. 

 

Task 2: Complete the text with the words from the box. Use the words from 

the box one time only. 

You don´t have to change the verb. 

which Ben and Jenny liked very much  who wanted to see the animals which most 
people visited        which they bought  which were Jenny´s favourite ones  which Ben 
likes best     which were only three days old 

who was giving them     who is thirteen years old   
 

Yesterday Jenny and her best friend Ben ___who is thirteen years old___________ went to the zoo. The 

tickets ___which they bought_________ weren´t very expensive. There were many people ____who 

wanted to see the animals___________. Jenny and Ben first went to huge animals ______which are 

Jenny´s favourite ones__________: the elephants. The ones _____which Ben likes best_______ are 

the lions. But the place _____which most people visited__________ were the penguins. There were 

two penguin babies ______which were only three days old__________. A man _____who was 

giving them_____________ some food said that their names are Tinky and Winky. After that day in the 

zoo______which Ben and Jenny liked very much______ they both told their parents about Tinky and 

Winky. 

 

 

 

 

 



Now you have to put the verb into the correct tense, too. 

which (to stand)  which she (to do) every day  
who (to play) Michael Plotter who (to help) Lisa whose leg (to be) broken   

who (to drive) this car  which (to happen) which she (to listen) to most 
which she (to watch)  whose favourite actor (to be) 
which Lisa (to watch) now who (to visit) her 

 

It is Thursday afternoon and the girl ____whose leg is broken_________ is Lisa. The film ___which she 

is watching_________ at the moment is a Harry Potter-movie.  Daniel Radcliffe ____who plays Harry 

Potter_____ in the movies is her favourite actor. Watching films is her spare time activity __which she 

does every day_________ because she isn´t allowed to do any sports. Her accident _____which 

happened_________ last Friday in King´s road was terrible. She was on her bike and didn´t see a car 

____which was standing_______ at a traffic light. The man ___who was driving this car______ was 

already very old. Lisa fell down and started to cry. The old man ___who had a mobile phone________ 

immediately called an ambulance. When the paramedics arrived 10 minutes later, there weren´t still many 

people ___who were helping Lisa__________.  The ambulance brought Lisa to a nearby hospital. She 

came home on Monday. The girls ___who have visited her________ at home since then are Mona and 

Carol. Carol is the girl __whose favourite actor is_________ Daniel Radcliffe, too. However, she hasn´t 

seen the film ___which Lisa is watching now_______, yet. Mona doesn´t like watching films but 

listening to music. The songs ___which she has listened to most___ since last Sunday are from Justin 

Biber. 

 


